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NEW ROOTED COLORS
Discover the new shades of the Rooted line!





INVISIBLE TAPE-IN RESTYLING
Greater bond adherence and even fuller strands!














  SEISETA Hair Extensions
Leader company in the market, SEISETA® is unique in combining tradition, innovation and 40 years of experience with the Hair Extensions manufacturing. A company that looks to the future with the eyes of the past, being always one step ahead of the industry trends and innovations.
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[image: Technology]STATE OF THE ART TECHNOLOGY
Quality - Experience - Service
Discover more about SEISETA



[image: Partners]ARE YOU A PROFESSIONAL HAIR STYLIST OR A DISTRIBUTOR?
Find your perfect solution to join SEISETA's family






HAIR EXTENSIONS HIGHLIGHTS
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WEFT
HAIR EXTENSIONS
SEISETA machine Weft Hair Extensions is very small and thin but very strong, available both straight and curly hair.


SALON EXPERT
HAIR EXTENSIONS
Salon Expert Keratin Hair Extensions feature “Double Drawn” strands for all the same hair length, thick and full, from top to bottom.
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INVISIBLE
HAIR EXTENSIONS
INVISIBLE Hair Extensions are made with the exclusive "B-Cover" Technology, guaranteeing a completely invisible result.





from our blog

  [image: What are the application systems of hair extensions?]What are the application systems of hair extensions?
There are mainly five types of application systems: with keratin, with double-sided...
20 dicembre 2022
 


  [image: What you should know about hair extensions]What you should know about hair extensions
Where do hair extensions really come from? What're the characteristics of Russian and...
16 dicembre 2022
 


  [image: How many keratin hair extensions do you need for a full head?]How many keratin hair extensions do you need for a full head?
There are different amounts of hair extensions for several results, and therefore,...
21 aprile 2021
 







 Follow us on Instagram
 Seguici: @Seiseta Hair Extensions
 Seguici su Instagram
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 seisetahairextensions
 Seguire

 Elevate your skills & increase your service portfolio with our ACADEMY. 🎓

Become a SEISETA certified stylist and learn:

✔️ Application, maintenance and removal

✔️ Marketing tips

✔️ Client consultation

✔️ SEISETA products and how to get the most out of your extensions

👉🏻 Want to attend our next masterclass? Link in bio to apply! 🤩

𝗦𝗘𝗜𝗦𝗘𝗧𝗔 𝗛𝗔𝗜𝗥 𝗘𝗫𝗧𝗘𝗡𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗦
100% Made in Italy 🇮🇹
📲 (+39) 3459463889
✉️ info@seiseta.com

#seiseta #seisetahair #seisetahairextensions #hairextensions #humanhair #madeinitaly #seisetaacademy
 April 10th 2024

   Clicca qui per aprire questo foto su Instagram      
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 seisetahairextensions
 Seguire

 Our TAPE-IN extensions are designed with ultra thin tape tabs so that they lie completely flush to the head, making them virtually undetectable & easy to tie up! 🙌🏻

@mauro_quattrocchi_ @riccardogallina.29 used 55” TAPE-IN hair extensions in Shade 👉🏻 Very Light Ash Blond & Ultra Light Platinum Blond.

𝗦𝗘𝗜𝗦𝗘𝗧𝗔 𝗛𝗔𝗜𝗥 𝗘𝗫𝗧𝗘𝗡𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗦
100% Made in Italy 🇮🇹
📲 (+39) 3459463889
✉️ info@seiseta.com

#seiseta #seisetahair #seisetahairextensions #hairextensions #humanhair #madeinitaly #remyhair #hairtransformation #tapeinextensions
 April 10th 2024

   Clicca qui per aprire questo video su Instagram      
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 seisetahairextensions
 Seguire

 Spring is finally here. 🌼

Here's everything you need to keep both your natural hair and your hair extensions healthy, hydrated, and happy this season. 💁🏼♀️

𝗦𝗘𝗜𝗦𝗘𝗧𝗔 𝗛𝗔𝗜𝗥 𝗘𝗫𝗧𝗘𝗡𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗦
100% Made in Italy 🇮🇹
📲 (+39) 3459463889
✉️ info@seiseta.com

#seiseta #seisetahair #seisetahairextensions #hairextensions #humanhair #madeinitaly #haircare #haircareproduct
 April 10th 2024

   Clicca qui per aprire questo foto su Instagram      
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 seisetahairextensions
 Seguire

 When it comes to coloring our extensions, traditional hair dye just isn’t our thing. We’re raising the bar with high quality dyes to create our vibrant and dimensional shades. 👇🏻

💥 Over 50 color options 💥

Let us help you find your perfect color match and ignite your confidence like never before. 😉

MODEL: @sissychristidou 

𝗦𝗘𝗜𝗦𝗘𝗧𝗔 𝗛𝗔𝗜𝗥 𝗘𝗫𝗧𝗘𝗡𝗦𝗜𝗢𝗡𝗦
100% Made in Italy 🇮🇹
📲 (+39) 3459463889
✉️ info@seiseta.com

#seiseta #seisetahair #seisetahairextensions #hairextensions #humanhair #madeinitaly
 April 10th 2024

   Clicca qui per aprire questo foto su Instagram      











 







 CONTACT

SEISETA Srl 
Via San F.sco a Patria ZONA ind. ASI 80014 - Giugliano in Campania (NA) 
ITALY - P. IVA IT04568621215
Phone: (+39) 081 8196362
e-mail: [email protected]
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This website uses its own and third-party cookies to improve our services and show you advertising related to your preferences by analyzing your browsing habits. To give your consent to its use, press the Accept button.
 More informationCustomize cookies

  Reject All   I accept 


 Cookie preferences
  
   Consent 

 Functional cookies Technical

No
  Yes


  Description  Functional cookies are strictly necessary to provide the services of the shop, as well as for its proper functioning, so it is not possible to refuse their use. They allow the user to browse through our website and use the different options or services that exist on it.



 Advertising Cookies
No
  Yes


  Description  These are cookies that collect information about the advertisements shown to users of the website. They can be anonymous, if they only collect information about the advertising spaces shown without identifying the user, or personalised, if they collect personal information about the user of the shop by a third party, for the personalisation of these advertising spaces.



 Analytics cookies
No
  Yes


  Description  Collect information about the user's browsing experience in the shop, usually anonymously, although sometimes they also allow the user to be uniquely and unequivocally identified in order to obtain reports on the user's interests in the products or services offered by the shop.



 Performance cookies
No
  Yes


  Description  These are used to improve the browsing experience and optimise the operation of the shop.



 Other cookies
No
  Yes


  Description  These are cookies without a clear purpose or those that we are still in the process of classifying.



 Profiling cookies
No
  Yes


  Description  Profiling cookies collect data on user navigation to offer personalized advertising. They are not essential for the site's operation, but they enhance the user experience. It is possible to accept or reject them, but refusing may reduce the personalization of advertisements.





 Cancel
 Reject all Accept selection Accept all
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